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A. Write the correct words in the blanks.

1. Eating vegetables is an important part of healthy  .................... . 

2. Each person’s fingerprints is ………….  

B. Fill in the blanks with right words.(One word is extra)

(recent/ culture /ability/ souvenirs/identity/ lifestyle/diversity)

1.Cultural ………….. in India is amazing. 

2. The price of meat is increasing in …….. months. 

3. The policeman is searching for the …………. of that man. 

4. Human’s …………. to talk makes him different from animals. 

5. Handicrafts are good examples of the art and ……… of a country. 

6.An effective way to enjoy a better ……….. is having a healthy relationships with others. 

 

A B

1. Custom ( ) a. without taking any notice

2. Appreciate   ( ) b. not often

3. rarely ( ) c. to be different from each other

4. Vary ( ) d. to value somebody or something

e. usual things that people do in an area
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C .  Match the following definitions in column (A) with the words in column (B). 
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1- The American government failed to … the fact that the teachers were angry because of low pay.

1)prepare 2) prefer 3) cause 4) appreciate

2. It is an interesting fact that people’s words … their way of thinking and personality.

1)value 2) reflect 3) touch 4) repeat

3.-Even after all  those years, he still had to hide his … for fear of being found by the police. 

1)society 2) beauty 3) diversity 4) identity

4.-He believes it is a great chance to improve the living conditions of millions of poor people 

around the world, especially in his … .  

1) homeland 2) economy 3) material 4) skill

E. Odd one out.

1. a. produce b. create c. collect d. make

2. a. belief b. brain c. wish d. feeling

F. Use the correct form of the verbs in the parentheses.

1. It was really difficult for my students …….. all the questions correctly.(answer) 

2. She has decided ……. Spanish carefully.(learn) 

3. They …….(move) to new house two years ago. 

4.I ……. (meet) a lot of people in the last few months. 

G. Choose the correct word in the parentheses

1. Please buy (a bottle of – a loaf of- a glass of) bread.

2. My dad gave me (a piece of- a few –a bar of) advice.

3. My brother usually drinks(much – a lot of-a few) coffee at night.

4.There are (hundreds of book- hundreds of books- hundred of books) in this library.

H. Rearrange the following words to make meaningful sentences.

1. Classmate/ten years / her / to see / became / happy  /after /she/ .

2. makes / eating / food / you / fast / fat/.

I. Choose the best answer.

1.Mrs.King will get angry if her son and Jack suddenly … into the river .

1) jumps 2) jump 3) will jump 4) may jump

2- The students ….. ask for further explanation if they get…. With the question. 

1) can-confused 2) can-confusing 3)could-confused 4) could-confusing

3-Sign this paper if you are ….  the quality of the washing machine 

I ) satisfying with         2) satisfied at 3) satisfying at 4) satisfied with

4.It is interesting that after ten years of working together, John and Davis …. no problem up to 

now. 

1) had 2) have had 3) didn’t have 4) has had
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D. Choose the correct response.
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J. Put (s) for subject, (v) for verb, (o) for object and (AI) for adverb in the sentence

1. My brother bought a new mobile last week.

K. Cloze Test. My name is Meiko. When my family moved to the United States, we brought many

of our ...(1)… with us. Among my favorites is the art of bonsai. Bonsai is the Japanese art of small,

but fully formed trees. If you want to see some examples, a quick Internet search …(2)… you many

beautiful Bonsai trees. The art of Bonsai began in China but became popular in Japan around 1500.

Most of Japanese people are ...(3)… this art. Some bonsai trees are very old and have passed from

one generation to another. In my opinion, Bonsai trees truly …(4)… the Japanese attitude towards

life.

1- 1) economies 2) income 3) vocabularies 4) customs

2- 1) gave 2) has given 3) give 4) will give

3- 1) interested on     2) interesting in     3) interested in 4) interesting on

4- 1) reflect 2) include 3) introduce 4) weave

L. Reading Comprehension.

Culture is a system of shared beliefs that are common in a society. Often, we think of the food, 

music, clothing, and holidays that are common in a society as its culture, but these are only some of 

the elements. Other elements include customs, values, behaviors, and artifacts. Culture is, therefore, 

a combination of thoughts, feelings, attitudes, and beliefs.  

With more than 190 countries and 7 billion people on earth, it is not hard to imagine that many 

cultures exist. No matter where you go around the world, you will face people, lifestyles and 

cultures that are different to what you have. People around the world have very different lives and 

ways of living. They have different beliefs and customs. So they usually live and behave according 

to what they believe to be right and wrong.  

For those who want to learn about other cultures, but do not know where to start, a great place to 

start is reading about the cultures that interest them. In today's world if we all are able to know 

about other cultures, and respect them, life would be easier for most of us. 

What do these words refer to?  

1. these (paragraph 1): …………. 

2. they (paragraph 2): ……….….. 

Write the answers to these questions. 

3. What is culture?

……………………………………………………………. . 

4. According to the text, how would life be easier for most of us?

………………………………………………………………. 

Good luck
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